DRAFT AGENDA

Extraordinary meeting

Monday 18 October 2021, 19.00 – 21.00

Strasbourg

Room: Louise Weiss (N1.3) and remote participation

1. Adoption of agenda

2. Chair’s announcements

3. Chair’s announcements concerning coordinators’ recommendations

4. Approval of minutes of meetings
   • 4 February 2021 PV – PE689.697v01-00
   • 25 February 2021 PV – PE691.214v01-00
   • 17 March 2021 PV – PE691.215v01-00
   • 12-13 April 2021 PV – PE696.478v01-00
   • 10 May 2021 PV – PE696.535v01-00

*** Remote voting procedure ***

Checking of the quorum and opening of the FIRST remote voting session for the AMENDMENTS to item 5
All Members taking part in the vote will cast their votes using the EPvote system

The precise time of the opening and closing of the vote on the AMENDMENTS, provisionally scheduled from 19:15 to 20:15 (Strasbourg time), will be announced by the Chair

5. European political parties – report 2021
AFCO/9/05510
2021/2018(INI)

Co-rapporteurs:
Charles Goerens (Renew) PR – PE692.733v01-00
Rainer Wieland (PPE) AM – PE695.035v01-00

Responsible:
AFCO

Opinions:
CONT Isabel García Muñoz (S&D) AD – PE691.375v02-00
AM – PE695.008v01-00

- Adoption of amendments
- Adoption of draft report
- Deadline for tabling amendments: 31 August 2021, 15.00

The result of the vote on AMENDMENTS will be communicated in writing by the secretariat to the AFCO Members prior to the opening of the final vote, and published on the AFCO website

------------------

The SECOND remote voting session for the FINAL VOTE on the draft report as amended is provisionally scheduled to take place on TUESDAY 19 October 2021, from 10:00 to 11:00 (Strasbourg time)

However, please note that the precise time of the opening and closing of this second voting period will be communicated by e-mail from the Secretariat to Members participating in the vote on behalf of the Chair

The result of the FINAL VOTE will be communicated in writing by the secretariat to the AFCO Members and published on the AFCO website

*** End of the remote voting procedure ***

* * *

(in parallel with the remote voting procedure)

6. Assessment of the implementation of Article 50 TEU
AFCO/9/03630
2020/2136(INI)
Rapporteur:
Danuta Maria Hübner (PPE) PR – PE692.762v01-00
AM – PE695.028v01-00

Responsible:
AFCO

Opinions:
AFET Andreas Schieder (S&D) AD – PE689.561v03-00
AM – PE691.083v01-00

INTA Christophe Hansen (PPE) AL – PE691.134v02-00

EMPL Decision: no opinion

- Consideration of amendments
- Deadline for tabling amendments: **16 July 2021, 15.00**

7. **Engaging with citizens: the right to petition, the right to refer to the European Ombudsman and the European Citizens’ Initiative**

AFCO/9/04949 2020/2275(INI)

Rapporteur for the opinion:
Helmut Scholz (The Left) PA – PE697.604v01-00

Responsible:
PETI* Marie-Pierre Vedrenne (Renew) PR – PE695.340v01-00
AM – PE697.540v02-00

- Consideration of draft opinion
- Decision on deadline for tabling amendments

* * *

8. **Any other business**

9. **Next meetings**
- 27 October 2021, 9.00 – 12.00 and 16.45 – 18.45 (Brussels)